
Car holder Dudao F2Pro for the air vent (black) Ref: 6973687243227
Car holder Dudao F2Pro for the air vent (black)

Car holder for phone on the windshield grille 
The practical Dudao F2 Pro car mount will make it easier for you to use navigation while driving your car. You can easily mount it on the
ventilation  grille.  It  allows  360-degree  adjustment,  and  the  automatic  mounting  clamps  automatically  adjust  to  the  width  of  your
smartphone. Thanks to its well-thought-out design, you don't have to worry about your phone falling out of the mount or being damaged.
 
Hassle-free operation of your phone
Conveniently use navigation or answer calls while traveling by car! The holder allows you to operate your smartphone with one hand. It
also has a 360-degree adjustment function of the holder, so you can easily adjust the position or tilt of your phone to suit your needs.
 
Specially designed design
The product ensures the safety of your phone. The carefully thought-out triangle-shaped design stably holds your device while driving a
car  -  perfect  even  on  a  bumpy  road!  In  addition,  the  cut-out  charging  port  allows  you  to  conveniently  connect  your  smartphone  for
charging, without removing it from the holder. 
 
Easy installation
Mounting the holder won't cause you any problem - you can easily attach it to the ventilation grille. After that, all you have to do is insert
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your device into it, and the jaws will close automatically. The holder does not cover the air outlet or limit your visibility while driving in
any way. 
 
Manufacturer
Dudao
Model
F2Pro
Color
Black
Weight
100 g
Mounting location
Ventilation grille

Price:

Before: € 4.6002

Now: € 4.19
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